
TransitGenie
building a context-aware, 
real-time transit navigator
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8:30 am  
finishing breakfast

• location: at home

• activity: stationary

• prediction: going to the office

• 4 route alternatives
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?motivation

• improve transit riding experience

• increase efficiency

• increase transit ridership

• find interesting new problems 
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other uses

• ad-hoc trip about town

• real-time re-routing

• short connection warnings

• opportunistic transit

• Chicago Olympics
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architecture overview

Transit ServicesTransitGenie

Back-End

Figure 1: TransitGenie (1) main screen with automatically determined destination, (2) des-
tination manager for irregular trips, and (3) route details for a selected route.

trip planners help, but are cumbersome to use, require precise knowledge about the desti-
nation (address or intersection), and do not account for real-time e!ects such as delays and
cancellations. By contrast, TransitGenie will be able to find the best route to an arbitrary
destination, computed in real-time based on tracking and scheduling data, in as little as 3
clicks.

Figure 1 contains screen shots from an early prototype of TransitGenie. These images
serve to illustrate the immediate benefit to the user. In screen (1), multiple viable routes are
presented, together with the estimated time of arrival and cost of each route. The current
location of the user is automatically determined using a combination of GPS, cellular and
WiFi localization, and displayed simply as ‘here’. The destination is determined automati-
cally based on prior travel patterns, and can also be manually designated as follows.

Clicking the ‘To:’ button brings up the screen (2). Here, the user can pick from a set
of pre-configured locations, or simply point out the intended destination on a map. Other
alternatives include browsing or searching a database of popular destinations, or choosing
from the complete list of bus stops and train stations.

After selecting one of the proposed routes, the user is presented with screen (3), which
provides additional details about the selected route, such as how to get to the pickup point,
estimated trip times and connection specifics.

Transfer to practice. The PI is asking for support for the development and large-scale
evaluation of a prototype of TransitGenie for the greater Chicago area. Following the initial
development phase, TransitGenie will continue to be provided as a public service. Should
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TransitGenie

End-User Devices

CAMPUS 

SHUTTLE
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end-to-end 

demand statistics

updates and alerts

user 

location

user prefs

user/vehicle 

matching

schedule/actual 

reconciliation

activity 

classification

route 

optimization

acceler-

ometry

find 

destination
time

service 

schedules

service 

routes

transit

tracking

arrival time 

estimates

map graphics

route suggestions

find 

origin request

location

request formation

cooperative transit tracking

to end-user device

enhanced transit 

tracking

real-time transit routing

INPUTS PROCESSING OUTPUTS

to transit operator

to all transit riders

from end-user

from end-user

from agency
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static data sources

✓cta bus, train, metra routes

✓street map

• cta bus, train, pace, metra schedules

• pace routes

✓=got it • need it

Student: Leon Stenneth
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real-time data sources

• real-time locations and arrival predictions

✓cta bus tracker

✓pace bus

• cta trains

• metra

• UIC campus shuttle

✓=got it • need it

Student: Leon Stenneth
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destination prediction

• given

• time/date

• location

• prior trips

Student: Chad Williams

• predict

• next destination

• preferred route

• next ‘tour’
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route recommendation

• given 

• schedules

• real-time tracking

• destination

• origin

Student: James Biagioni
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continuous route 
updates

• monitor user’s trip progress

• advance warning of missed or 

short connections

• detect user choices, update 
recommendations
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activity detection

• given

• gps trace

• accelerometry

• street maps

• distinguish between

• at rest

• walking

• running

• riding in a bus

• walking in a bus (!)
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collaborative 
transit tracking

• given

• gps trace of user

• real-time transit traces

• transit schedules

• determine

• is the user riding a 
transit vehicle?

• if so, which one?
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team & activities

• James Biagioni - user interface

• Leon Stenneth - data acquisition

• Chad Williams - locations & predictions
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